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New Releases
Bad Day on the Verde
Bad Day is a story of violence and brutality, of sudden frontier justice, but also
of courage and enduring love. The story takes place in the Arizona Territory at
a time when the only law enforcement outside the capital city of Prescott was a
few men wearing a star. When one of them goes bad, all hell breaks loose.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-72-9 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-73-6 eBook

Nirumbee- The Little People and the Great Migration
Tanner Walker is a boy eager to please his cowboy grandfather when he comes for
a visit the summer of his seventeenth birthday. Smokey teaches the boy how to ride
and gather cows and passes on the knowledge and responsibility of caring for the
Little People to the next generation.
ISBN 978-1-938586-63-7 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-64-4 eBook

Evolution’s Child - Lunarian
Book Two: Tempel Dugan leads a group of Lunarians against impossible odds.
They call themselves Quan Kiai. These young warriors, and a few more like
them, are all that stands between the Republic of Luna and total annihilation but
things are not always as they seem.
ISBN 978-1-938586-07-1 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-02-6 eBook
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New Releases
Farenough
When Century Plague erupts from its hundred-year hibernation, Annia, a refugee
from the Federation, is the only person on the remote planet of Yetfurther who
knows enough about the virus to gengineer a cure. However, to get the equipment
she needs, she must ally herself with the gangster, Ganymede Solante, and trust
him not to betray her or her friends when Cyrion City sends troops to Murrayville
to impose a quarantine. Things get even more complicated when the Federation
sends a hunter to recapture Annia and the two clone soldiers she stole while
escaping.
Will Annia solve the puzzle of the plague virus in time to save her friends, her
adopted homeworld, and galactic civilization? Or will the plague spread across
the civilized worlds as it has done twice before killing billions? The real answer
will astound you.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-23-1 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-24-8 eBook

Power and Circumstance
The last thing Jake and Celia have time for is romance. As President, Jake
struggles to rein in an unruly country and Celia’s farm demands every extra
moment of her time. Both are caring for loved ones with dementia. Despite
all the obstacles, being separated by thousands of miles, and a social gap
the size of the the Pacific Ocean, something begins to grow between them.
Could this be real? Could they possibly find true love amidst all of the pain
and responsibility?
ISBN: 978-0-977723-55-3 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-73-6 eBook

Writers Cramp Publishing
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Buy Now

Paula Albin
Addicted to an Addict

What happens when love cannot overcome addiction?
This is the true story of my very first love. A story about love found, love lost and
love found again only to be taken away by Heroin addiction. Not mine, but the
man I loved. Within these pages I lay bare my personal battle with codependency.
These pages are filled with tears and sorrow, sunshine and hope, about facing the
ugly truth about addiction and how it affected me personally. To love an addict is
to run out of tears. Eventually, I couldn’t cry anymore and come to realize to truly
love something you must be willing to let it go. This is my story about letting go.
For 27 years I kept a sweater belonging to my first love. He gave it to me the night
of our first kiss and it became my security blanket. It was more than just a piece of
clothing but something symbolic, a piece of my history and a fantasy I have held
tightly to for so very long. The weight of that sweater has weighed on me too long.
It is time to move on.
With my head in the clouds and my feet walking on air, I tripped over his needles and
fell into such a depression you cannot imagine. Guilt and misgivings battled within
me.
As I have grown emotionally, I have learned to release the guilt, love myself and accept reality for what it
is. I cannot save anyone except myself. I share my story in hopes that one day someone will read it and feel
less alone with their own struggles.

New Release

Lillian Tice Baldwin

Buy Now

The Seven Ls
My mother had seven children by the time she was twenty-five years old,
all seven of us had first names beginning with the letter ‘L’: Leona, Lillian,
Laura Marie, Louis, Lola, and the twins, Lloyd and Lorraine. I am the second
of The Seven Ls.
My story began over eighty years ago. At five years old I was sent to an
orphanage. The other six siblings were spread out in other homes and institutions
and we lost track of each other. I am sorry I never got to know my
siblings as kids growing up together. When we did
find each other years later, we had a few reunions but
when we did get together, there was always one or
two missing. At no time in our lives were we ever all
in the same place at the same time. NEVER! There is
much about them I never knew and never will.
We shared bits and pieces of information, but much of
what I learned about dates, places, and events have grown fuzzy. It is my hope
that teenagers who think their parents are out of touch will read this book and give
thanks for what they have.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-38-5 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-39-2 eBook

ISBN: 978-1-938586-69-9 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-70-5 eBook

Paula Albin grew up in Baltimore City, MD. She has called many places
home since leaving: New York, New Mexico, Florida, Kuwait, and Arizona.
As a divorced mother who works in and for my community, Paula is not just
a survivor, but an over comer of addiction. She is a proud member of the
Bicentennial Lion's Club, High Desert Helpers, and works at an elementary
school.

"My success is not measured in money, but by the lives I touch every day
and the people who love me for who I am."
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Jerry Von Brumfield
California Sky
The year was 1934 and barnstorming was in its heyday. Johnnie West was twenty-five
and making money flying in spite of the Great Depression. His dad owned an airstrip
in Van Nuys so Johnnie decided to start an air charter service flying gamblers from
Los Angeles to Las Vegas.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-28-6 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-29-3 eBook

My Life as a Truck
Johnny Davis could praise and curse that truck, all in the same breath. The year was
1936 and Johnny had just picked up his last check from the West Texas Drilling
Company. The company had gone bust after drilling four straight dry holes and
the entire country was in the midst of the Great Depression. Jobs were few and far
between for a young roughneck. He might as well head for California and try his
luck out there.

Keith Clark
The Path Well Taken

Keith Clark - I was a baby when

Buy Now

New Release

adopted by Dwight and Bernice Clark,
a man and wife from the southeastern
plains near Lamar, Colorado. They
found me in an orphanage in Denver,
Colorado. I grew up in Prowers and
Kiowa County and raised my own
family there.

The stories told here are true as best
I recall from personal experience.
Other stories have been passed
down from friends and relatives
and believed to be true and factual.
Some may make you laugh and others might make you cry. This is the
Path of my Life as told by me, Keith Clark.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-61-3 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-62-0 eBook

ISBN: 978-0-983750-65-9 Paperback
ISBN: 978-0-983750-67-3 eBook

Jerry Von Brumfield grew up in Oklahoma City around the oil

business but as a young man, he moved to Hollywood where he sang with
various bands for several years. It started him on a twenty-year career as a Big
Band vocalist performing all over Southern California and Arizona.
Jerry has appeared in about forty TV commercials, has professionally
published songs, and his paintings have won awards. Jerry is an artist who
tries his hand at many things. His latest endeavor is writing. So far he has two
novels with more to come.
Jerry and his wife, Kay, live in Southern California and continue to perform
all across the southwest.
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Best Seller

John S. Compere

Evelyn L. Findley

Towards the Light

History Under the Ash

Towards the Light describes the agonizing journey of a devout fifth-generation
Southern Baptist clergyman from unassailable belief to utter and complete
atheism. The book lays out in detail why he outgrew the religion of his
ancestors and moved towards the light of reason. After leaving the ministry,
Dr. Compere went back to graduate school where he received a PhD in Clinical
Psychology. Thus, his book includes psychological explanations for many
religious phenomena including being born again, believing in the efficacy of
prayer, and why religion continues to be so ubiquitous in an otherwise modern
society. Dr. Compere is convinced that many people of faith have entertained
serious doubts about the religion they inherited and should be supported in their
search for how to live a good life without a belief in the supernatural. He
examines many of the essential tenets of the Christian faith including an
explanation of their origin while providing cogent reasons for no longer accepting
the myths upon which they rest.

Buy Now

Newberry National Volcanic Monument is a fascinating place. I know because
while my husband, Paul, was on the Forest Service staff there, I volunteered at
Lava Lands Visitor Center, twelve miles south of Bend, Oregon. We did this for
eight summers from 1991 through 1998, a special time when the park was an
exciting brand new monument.
Then in 1999, Paul was assigned to do the Interpretive Programs inside the
Newberry Caldera and I went with him. We lived in a small cabin inside the
caldera and gave talks to park visitors about the geology, history and archaeology
of the area. It was a wondrous time for us personally and professionally and I
share that with you in the pages of this book.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-40-8 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-41-5 eBook

“Growing up a minister’s son, the church was not just a part of my life -- it WAS my life. Everything in
my world revolved around the church and its teachings. From my earliest memories, Christian dogma was
relentlessly drilled into me until I believed that my only purpose on earth was to glorify God. Anything short
of that was failure. I got the message. I gave my first sermon at age fifteen and became an ordained minister
in the Southern Baptist Church at eighteen. Although serious theological doubts began in college, I set them
aside and managed to continue in the ministry until I had completed a seminary degree and served two
pastorates. After a decade of denial, I finally admitted to myself that I was becoming publicly phony
and privately cynical. I couldn’t live with that so I left the ministry which
had been my whole life, and struck out in a new direction, one which
would allow me to live with integrity. This is the story of my journey
Towards the Light and of the inescapable, but heretical, conclusions about
religion which occurred along the way.”
Dr. Compere received a BA in English from Mississippi College (1956), a
BD in theology from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary (1961),
an MA in psychology from Wake Forest University (1969) and a PhD in
clinical psychology from the University of North Carolina (1972). He is
retired and lives in Chandler, Arizona, with his wife, Joyce.
ISBN: 978-0-977723-59-1 Paperback
ISBN: 978-0-977723-57-7 eBook
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Barbara Heim - Sean Green

The Hudson Beavers and the New Neighbourhood

Full Color Interior

Beaver Tales is a children’s series written to educate young readers about
the ecosystem. Book One introduces a family of beavers called The Hudson
Beavers.
Enter the ancient world of Mother Nature, a world full of excitement, danger
and humor. Join Mom and Dad Beaver as they teach their new baby beavers
all the tricks to becoming good beavers.
In colorful graphic format, the Beaver Tales are stories told by animals about
themselves, their neighbours, the environment, and how all animals big and
small depend upon each other to survive.

Buy Now

Barbara Heim
Barbara Heim is a published Canadian children’s author and the
creator of the Hudson Beavers. Barbara lived rurally for many
years and her writing was inspired from her rural life experiences.
The Hudson Beavers is a delightful educational series, focusing
on eco-awareness for young readers.
Barbara Heim’s books introduces a truly Canadian family of
beavers and a young muskrat called Madeline. Her first book
was on display at the London Book Fair in 2010. Her books
are now sold worldwide. In September of 2012, The Hudson
Beavers were exhibited at the “Word on the Street” in Vancouver,
Canada.

Sean Green

ISBN: 978-1-938586-36-1 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-37-8 eBook

The Hudson Beavers Build a Lodge

Full Color Interior

Join Mom and Dad Beaver and their two kits, Bianca
and Ben, as they prepare for the coming winter.
The Hudson Beavers generously invite Madeleine
Muskrat to join them. Together, they bring the awe
of nature to your young reader.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-45-3 Hard Cover
ISBN: 978-1-938586-46-0 eBook
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Barbara Heim - Sean Green

Children’s Books

I grew up in a small town in
the interior of BC called 100
Mile House, but currently call
Victoria, BC home. Although art
has always been a big part of my
life it’s only within the past few
years that I have been pursuing
it professionally. Prior to this I was pursuing my other
passion, comedy. I did improv, sketch, and stand-up comedy, but after the birth
of my daughter I decided it wasn’t the right fit for my life career wise. Then
as I was trying to figure out what to do instead, an illustrating opportunity just
kinda fell into my lap. One day, out of the blue, a childhood friend’s mother
contacted me wondering if I was still drawing. She had written a children's
book, remembered I had been decent at drawing as a kid, and wanted to know if I would consider illustrating
her book. I did and as soon as I started illustrating her book I knew that illustrating was perfect for me.
Taking words and figuring out how best to convey them in an image is something I love to do . For me art
has always been about conveying my thoughts and ideas more so then just making a visually appealing
picture. Recently I have actually combine my two passions, art and comedy, to create my own humorous
t-shirt designs. But as much as I love bringing my own Ideas to life, I love the challenge of bringing other
people’s ideas to life. So if you haven’t already checked out my work please do, and if you like what you see
please contact me so I can start helping you bring your idea to life.

Children’s Books
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Charles Lee Lesher
Evolution’s Child - Earthman
Book One: Lazarus Sheffield is a man without a planet by the time he meets Lindsey
on his way to Heaven’s Gate Space Station. Lindsey quickly determines that the
nervous guy sitting next to her is a high ranking government official on the run from
one of history’s most repressive governments, the totalitarian theocracy otherwise
known as the North American Federation. She decides to help him and introduces
Lazarus to some of Luna’s finest citizens. So begins Book One of Shadow on the
Moon.
ISBN 978-1-938586-06-4 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-01-9 eBook

Charles Lee Lesher

Buy Now

Shadow on the Moon
The Republic of Luna is humanities first extraterrestrial nation, a society created
by pioneers whose only religion is the humane treatment of one another in their
common struggle to survive the ultimate hostile environment, space. The heroes
that conquered the moon must now defend it. Thankfully, they have a few tricks
up their sleeve. Shadow on the Moon combines Evolution’s Child - Earthman,
Evolution’s Child - Lunarian, and Evolution’s Child - Thread into one 500 page
Anniversary Print Edition.
ISBN: 978-0-977723-56-0 Paperback

Aldrin Station - Rise of Luna
Evolution’s Child - Lunarian
Book Two: Tempel Dugan leads a group of Lunarians against impossible odds.
They call themselves Quan Kiai. These young warriors, and a few more like them,
are all that stands between the Republic of Luna and total annihilation but things
are not always as they seem.
ISBN 978-1-938586-07-1 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-02-6 eBook

Aldrin Station is a collection of short stories illuminating Lunarian history from
the dawn of mankind to its expansion into space and colonizing the moon. These
are stories of the families and individuals that play a role in the Republic of Luna.
The Republic of Luna is the ongoing series about the trials and tribulations of
humanities first extraterrestrial nation. Aldrin Station is a collection of short stories
that mark some of the events that lead to the Rise of the Republic of Luna and the
central role the city plays in the future of mankind. It begins in the hazy dawn of
humanity, tens of thousands of years ago, but quickly leaps forward to the near
future.
ISBN 978-1-938586-00-2 eBook

Evolution’s Child - Thread
Book Three: Quan Kiai and the other Lunarian warriors have their backs against
the wall. Fight or die. They fight! They fight in their great underground cities, they
fight cross the surface of the moon, and they fight in orbital space. Earth and Luna
become locked in humanities first interplanetary war, one that history will call the
First Lunarian War.
ISBN 978-1-938586-08-8 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-03-3 eBook
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Republic of Luna Science Fiction

Science of the Republic
A collection of articles, maps, and tables that help the reader understand the
science and technology of the Republic.
• How Superconductivity Changed the World the Lunarian economy.
• What is a Superverse? the current state of scientific research and astrophysics.
• Let’s talk about Magi explains what and who Magi is.
ISBN 978-1-938586-04-0 eBook

Republic of Luna Science Fiction
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Charles Lee Lesher
Out of the Cradle
Why We Need Space More Then Space Needs Us
Where will we get our electricity when the oil and coal are gone? Why should
I care? Abundant cheap electricity is a key element in getting and maintaining
high human living standards around the globe. Stated another way, electricity
is the foundation of modern technology. Without it, we go back to sailing ships
and the horse.
ISBN: 978-0-983750-64-2 Hard Cover
ISBN: 978-0-983750-68-0 eBook
ISBN: 978-1-938586-42-2
130 Full Color Pages
8.5 x 11 Trade Paperback

Charles Lee Lesher

Western

Buy Now

Bad Day on the Verde

Lying awake on the floor, Tom cried out and made a weak
play for his Winchester. He was stopped abruptly by the butt of
Kingsley’s heavy shotgun. Tom slumped back, dazed and bleeding.
Kingsley relieved Tom of the rifle.
“I could of killed you, but I didn’t. But I will if you give me any
trouble.” Kingsley gave Tom a real close look at the gaping muzzles
of the Baker 10 gauge.
Kingsley rolled Tom onto his stomach tying his hands behind his
back, relishing the moans this caused. He pulled Tom’s boots off
throwing them across the small cabin. Standing, he lashed out and
kicked the man savagely in the ass, “Get the hell up, boy.”

Bad Day is a story of violence and brutality, of sudden frontier justice, but also
of courage and enduring love. The story takes place in the Arizona Territory at a time when the only law
enforcement outside the capital city of Prescott was a few men wearing a star. When one of them goes bad,
all hell breaks loose.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-72-9 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-73-6 eBook

Chuck Lesher - In 1986, I was studying aerospace engineering at the

University of Wisconsin and my senior project was sponsored by a NASA
educational grant. We were to design a Mars habitat capable of sustaining 1014 people indefinitely. From a class of thirty, I took it upon myself to build
a model using a clear plastic dome from a large terrarium, some cardboard
and paint. I was privileged to be one of five classmates to go to Coco Beach,
Florida, at the end of the semester and give NASA a presentation on our work.
There were about twenty other universities participating in the program. It is
one of the high points of my college days. The only thing to mar the experience
was that the Challenger had blown up the January before our little conference.
The Cape was almost deserted and the mood lousy. Shit happens.
I went on to work on many DARPA and military projects as an aerospace engineer and later in the oil
logging industry for Halliburton and other drilling companies. Space and Science has always been a part of
me and will until the day I die.

16

Chuck has a BS degree from the University of Wisconsin in Aerospace Engineering and MS from Arizona
State University in Materials Science.

Science Fact

Western Fiction
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Bret Marchant

Best Seller

Bret Marchant

A Clear View of the Pryors
Over the course of her life, my mother and family collected many articles and
newspaper clipping of the events that shaped her world. She also wrote
down what other people told her and about her own experiences. Throw in
a little history and you have this book. I’ve tried to cover a few hundred
years in a couple hundred pages. To accomplish this, I take you on a journey
around the Bighorn Basin including many other points of interest with a
clear view of the Pryor Mountains.
I can only hope the results of my mother’s effort and my own hard work can
show in some small way to the rest of the world what an awesome place the
Bighorn Basin country truly is. It is my fervent hope this book will instill
within you a fraction of the love of this wild country as I have. Perhaps
you will make the effort to visit and when the time comes, protect it for
all future generations. I have come to realize how lucky and proud I am
to have been born in the town of Lovell, in the heart of Bighorn County,
Wyoming, in these United States of America.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-53-8
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Premium Hardcover - Full Color Interior - Large Format 8.5 x 11
Historical Non Fiction

Bret Marchant spent a good part of his youth in and around the Crow Reservation in Montana.

He
was raised hearing the stories of the Nirumbee. As he grew older, Bret began collecting his own research on
The Little People. What he found prompted him to tell their story.
Born in Lovell, Wyoming, Bret currently lives in Southern Arizona where he raised his family while building
up and managing his own cattle operation. He has cut six albums of country western music.

Historical Non Fiction
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Bret Marchant
Nirumbee- The Little People of Mystic Canyon

Some things never change. The lure of easy money and greed brings out
the worst in men. Levy Yellow Hand and his wife Sadie have raised two
sons, Pat and Jayce, peacefully secluded in the remote heart of the Crow
Reservation. Then one day Levy runs across a poaching ring that has killed
hundreds of Bull Elk just to sell their horns overseas.

ISBN 978-1-938586-66-8 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-67-5 eBook

ISBN 978-1-938586-56-9 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-57-6 eBook

Nirumbee- The Little People of the Ice Caves
Even in this fast paced world we live in, there are still a few that choose to live
their lives in the Old Way. Levy Yellow Hand is a full blooded Crow raised on
the most remote part of the reservation, near Mystic Canyon, the land of the
Nirumbee, the Little People. Levy’s connection to these Little People helps him
discover the beautiful young blond named Sadie.
ISBN 978-1-938586-54-5 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-55-2 eBook

Little People Series

Buy Now

Nirumbee- The Little People of Medicine Mountain

Smokey Walker was raised on the Crow Nation in the Upper Bighorn
Basin in Montana, one of the last remote places in the Continental U.S.A.
A rugged land unspoiled by man, a landscape of deep canyons and towering
mountains unchanged for thousands of years. It was here that he first
learned of the Little People who lived in an almost inaccessible canyon.

Fiction / Drama
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Bret Marchant

Fiction / Drama

Nirumbee- The Little People and the Great Migration
Tanner Walker is a boy eager to please his cowboy grandfather when he comes
for a visit the summer of his seventeenth birthday. Smokey teaches the boy how
to ride and gather cows and passes on the knowledge and responsibility of caring
for the Little People to the next generation.
ISBN 978-1-938586-63-7 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-938586-64-4 eBook

Little People Series
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Delinda McCann

Delinda McCann

M’TK Sewer Rat - End of Empire

Power and Circumstance

Jake was born the son of a common laborer and grew up on the mean streets of the
Empire’s worst slum, M’TK. Despite that, his father was able to instill a sense of worth
and integrity within Jake that the streets could never beat out of him. M’TK did teach
Jake when to fight and when to run and when he learned the army was coming to burn
the city, together with his father, they saved the people of the slum.

The last thing Jake and Celia have time for is romance. As President,
Jake struggles to rein in an unruly country and Celia’s farm demands
every extra moment of her time. Both are caring for loved ones with
dementia. Despite all the obstacles, being separated by thousands of
miles, and a social gap the size of the Pacific Ocean, something begins
to grow between them. Could this be real? Could they possibly find true
love amidst all of the pain and responsibility?

ISBN: 978-1-938586-32-3 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-33-0 eBook

ISBN: 978-0-977723-55-3 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-73-6 eBook

M’TK Sewer Rat - Birth of Nation
The new president’s first act is to appoint a Supervisor over the Federal Attorney’s
office, a man loyal to him. Jake quickly discovers his new boss is one of the most
notorious professional assassins in the country, an opponent worthy of extreme caution.
It plunges Jake into a raging firestorm of corruption and greed among the highest levels
of the fledgling democracy.

Due Out September 2014

ISBN: 978-1-938586-34-7 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-35-4 eBook

Delinda McCann

is a social psychologist who has worked in the field of
developmental disabilities for over twenty years. She has served on committees for
the state of Washington and been an educational advisor to other governments. Her
work has earned her the praise of doctors, government officials and families all over
the world. She has published numerous articles on disability issues, education, and
adoption. Her unique perspective and sense of humor have delighted her readers even
when she has been writing about the reality of caring for a loved one who has a severe
disability. When the world turns crazy, as it frequently does for the disability community,
her friends say there is nobody they would rather laugh and cry with.

Something About Maudy
Blackfish United Methodist Church was dying when Pastor Maude and her cat,
John Wesley, accepted the assignment and moved into the parsonage. The elderly
congregation did not want her. Pastor Maudy represented radical change with her
navy-blue Porsche and actress background. Pastor Maude finds her place with the
people as they all become embroiled in a tumultuous riot of assault, floods, and
burglaries while the threat of closure hangs over the small congregation..

Delinda lives a on a small farm near Seattle, WA where she raised her daughters and
now runs a small organic flower business with the help of her husband and two giant
poodles. She enjoys singing with her church choir and playing the piano-poorly. A brush
with cancer made her realize that she needed to slow down, so she turned to writing
fiction inspired by her behind-the-scenes experiences of advocating for and loving the people who are just a little bit different.

ISBN: 978-1-938586-43-9 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-44-6 eBook
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Social Fiction

Buy Now

Mother

Mother

Social Fiction
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Melissa McCann

Melissa McCann

Symbiont

Yetfurther

Mega-star holo-play personality Emma Sloan teeters on the edge of
death after a freak studio accident burns over eighty percent of her
body. In a last-ditch effort to save her life, desperate doctors implant
her burned skin with a bio-engineered symbiotic organism.

When Doctor Annia 4424 isolated the dormant retrovirus, she thought she had
uncovered a harmless fragment of DNA. By the time she realized what she had really
found, her discovery had triggered an alarm. Century Plague was so virulent it had
twice threatened to wipe out galactic civilization, and even to study it in simulation
carried a Federation death sentence. But Annia knows something no one else does. The
virus wasn’t eradicated with the firebombing of the infected worlds. It is programmed
to come out of dormancy and spread again across a defenseless galaxy.

However, Emma isn’t the first person to be implanted with a new
skin. When the other Symbionts break out of the hospital and escape,
Emma is forced to help track them down or be destroyed like a lab
animal. Then she finds her new skin has survival imperatives of its
own, and it is more powerful than its designers intended. Emma isn’t
going to be easy to kill.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-30-9 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-31-6 eBook

Melissa McCann

holds a Master of Fine Arts in creative writing from
Eastern Washington University. She lives on Vashon Island in Washington State where
she writes a humor/advice column for the local biweekly journal. Melissa has done
some teaching and some acting. Presently, when not writing, she gardens, paints,
bicycles, cooks enthusiastically if not always well and keeps a veritable petting zoo
of small livestock

When Guardian is destroyed by the Commonwealth, Annia flees the ship with help
from two clone soldiers. Together, the three strangers find sanctuary on the United
Worlds frontier planet Yetfurther. However,when Annia resumes her study of the
virus, she realizes she has miscalculated when the plague would reemerge. The virus is on an
accelerated schedule, and time to engineer a cure has already run out.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-21-7 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-22-4 eBook

Due Out November 2014

Will Annia solve the puzzle of the plague virus in time to save her friends, her
adopted homeworld, and galactic civilization? Or will the plague spread unchecked
across the civilized worlds?

And if I want real-world conversation, there are always my six pug-chihuahua mix
dogs. We have long, amusing debates as to whether they are good dogs (yes),
whether they are particularly smart (no, but they are cute, so it doesn’t matter),
and whether they should chase the chickens (yes, and Mother is stupid for stopping them).

ISBN: 978-1-938586-23-1 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-24-8 eBook

My husband. Doug and I live on 2 1/4 acres of gulch where I cut down trees to build fences for the goat and the chickens.
Keeping the gulch clear of blackberries, nettles and holly is a full time job for the goat, but I have high hopes of someday
landscaping the whole thing with flowers and adorable little paths. It’s important to dream big. Really, really big.

Coming Soon!

Doug is a computer programmer by day and a musician and recording engineer by night; I fell in love with his saxophone
almost before I fell in love with him. We both love science-fiction and first bonded over a discussion of the merits of Star Trek
old and new. He acts as an occasional science consultant when my sci gets a little too fi, and is otherwise an uncritical fan.

Science Fiction

Daughter

Farenough

When Century Plague erupts from its hundred-year hibernation, Annia, a refugee
from the Federation, is the only person on the remote planet of Yetfurther who knows
enough about the virus to gengineer a cure. However, to get the equipment she needs,
she must ally herself with the gangster, Ganymede Solante and trust him not to betray
her to the Federation hunter sent to recapture Annia and the two clone soldiers she
stole in her escape.

Ha ha, I bet you thought the face at the top of the page was me. No, that’s actually
Emma Sloan, the heroine of Symbiont. She enjoys the limelight more than I do.
That’s one of the advantages of being a writer--You never have to leave your house,
all your friends live in your head, and when you want quiet, they have their own
hobbies such as saving the universe and whatnot.
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Western

Ben Miller

Don Morley

Mescal

The Human Guide of North America

Mescal is a tale of pioneer life in an unforgiving land and the brutality of a psycho
Ranger. Revenge burns hot within the heart of a determined husband and his
devotion to a wronged wife all culminating in final justice.
ISBN: 978-1-938586-49-1 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-50-7 eBook

Ben Miller has worked for more
than thirty years in the movie business
as a stuntman, wrangler, actor, producer,
and writer. Some of his credits include:
Dark Before Dawn, My
Heroes Have Always Been
Cowboys, Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid, Junior
Bonner, The Sacketts, and
Bonanza.
Ben Miller is the nephew
of academy award winner
Ben Johnson, he headed up
Ben Johnson Productions for
many years. He began writing
while helping with his uncle’s
dialogue. After writing several screen plays with co-writer, Paul Smith,
novels were the next logical step. All of his novels are fiction based on
actual happenings. A native of Osage County, Oklahoma, Ben now lives
in Queen Creek, Arizona.

Buy Now

A Humorous Look At Who We Are

From Hippies and Rednecks, to Geeks, Yippies and Soccer Moms, Don Morley
takes a humorous look at the human “sub-species”.
People are funny, we’re all funny. Just take a peek inside at our origins,
reputations, vises, pet peeves, driving ambitions, favorite foods, TV shows and
our heroes. It’s enough to make anyone laugh.
Discover how the clothes we wear, the cars we drive, the unique lingo we
speak and our choice of food, habitat, entertainment and even our politics and
religion define who (or more specifically, what) we are.
Whether you use this book as a field guide while “people watching” or play
the game with each other, this is great fun. With 7 families of humans and 25
individual species you can peg anyone, I guarantee it, even yourself.
And finally, consider our destiny. What happened to the Beatniks, Hippies
and Cowboys? Are they still with us, or have they died out and gone
completely extinct?
Find out… in the “Human Guide”!
ISBN: 978-1-938586-47-7 Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-938586-48-4 eBook

Ful Color Interior

Don brings unique experience as a 10-year veteran producer of social event and corporate
communications videos. Working from behind the camera Don has had the privilege of
interviewing and videotaping young actors and actresses, brides and grooms, families &
workmates, middle managers, entrepreneurs, presidents and CEOs of multi-billion dollar
institutions.
Prior to producing videos Don started his career as an electrical/electronics engineer
working for such companies as Electro Voice and Boeing. Being an analyzer type of
personality, Don was born with an insatiable desire for gathering and organizing raw data,
and in 2005 he began research for The Human Guide of America.
It took 5 years working in his spare time to complete the book and illustrations.In addition,
Don has completed a Human Guide board game for which he is now looking to license to
a manufacturer and turn into a mobile app. Don has plans for a Human Guide TV game
show, Broadway play, and movie.
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James D Price

James D Price

Buy Now

Instrument Proficiency Check

Flight Review Study Guide

Whether you’re extremely instrument and ATC structure proficient, or need to
dust off the cobwebs from the attitude indicator, this book is a must. It’s packed
with concise sentences and simple graphics to help you maintain knowledge of
FAA Regulations, weather reports and forecasts, IFR charts, and the airspace
system. Flight planning, takeoff, departures, holding, STARs, and all the
approaches are thoroughly covered, including IFR emergency situations.

Flight Review is a study guide designed to gather the information needed to
prepare a pilot for the questions asked by examiners and instructors prior to
a Flight Review. This book should be the first thing you open when getting
ready for any pilot proficiency testing.

Full Color Interior

Full Color Interior

ISBN: 978-1-938586-59-0 Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-938586-58-3 Paperback

James D. Price was born in Tooele, Utah, 1947. Jim started flying while in college,

and received his Private License through Air Force ROTC in 1970 in Provo, Utah. After graduation
from Brigham Young University (BYU) and receiving a commission through Air Force ROTC in
1970, Jim attended pilot training at Vance AFB, Enid OK. Upon graduation in 1971, Jim flew
Caribous (C-7As), while stationed in Cam Rahn Bay AB and Phu Cat AB, Vietnam. Upon his
return to the States, he was stationed at Fairchild AFB, WA, where he flew KC-135A 1972 1976.
Jim retired from the military in 1976 and went on to fly commercially on the B-707 as Flight
Engineer and Line Check Engineer (Instructor) for Saudi Arabian Airlines (Saudia). He went to
the Utah Division of Aeronautics in 1978 and worked for Hughes Air West on the B-727, again
as Flight Engineer and Line Check Engineer (Instructor).

Then from 1980 to 1984, Jim went through an Airline Furlough and Air Force Recall where he
worked as a T-38 Instructor Pilot on Vance AFB, Oklahoma. Following this, Jim went back into commercial
flying for the next twenty years. He flew for the Hughes Airwest successor, Republic Airlines and its successor, Northwest
Airlines, from 1984 to 2005. During that time he was a DC-9 First Officer, A-320 First Officer and Instructor, DC-9 Captain,
B-757 Captain, and A-320 Captain. Jim’s licenses include CFI-I, MEI and ATP, Air Force Reserves Service, Selfridge Air National
Guard Base, C-130A, C-130E, KC-135E,
Jim was again called to Active Duty for 6 ½ months during the Gulf War in 1990 and 1991. He was stationed at Sharjah, United
Arab Emirates, where he flew C-130. Jim’s final retirement from the military as a Colonel and Vice Commander of the 927 Air
Refueling Wing at Selfridge ANGB, Michigan.

Aircraft Expense Tracking
Aircraft Expense Tracking will help you keep perfect records. You can
record aircraft squawks, and keep track of maintenance and oil changes.
There’s even a spot to record VOR checks and GPS data updates each
month. With Aircraft Expense Tracking, you’ll always know when
inspections are due, how much your aircraft costs per year, and you’ll be
ready for taxes with business and charitable deductions.

Full Color Interior

ISBN: 978-1-938586-60-6 Paperback

After retiring from his commercial flying career, Jim began writing pilot study guides and logs to help private aircraft owners
track their aircraft’s usage and expenses.
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Martin Michael Neveroski

Andrew George Salzer

Mystery of Ma’s Ugly Pickle

The Life of Andy Salzer

MYSTERY OF MA’S UGLY PICKLE is the adventures of a fatherless Polish boy growing
up during the Great Depression with a fanatically religious mother. At a tender young age
and wrestling with his developing male desires, Michael learns about a skeleton and its
killer. Many years later, having been diagnosed with cancer, he felt compelled to divulge
his lifelong secret. Realizing there is no statute of limitations on murder, Michael never
comes out and says where the story takes place but instead, laces his narrative with
clues to the city and it’s locally famous Cold Case. Consider that your first clue. When
human bones are found in a make-shift grave across the street from Michael’s home,
a renowned detective, Herr Rudolph Von Krueger, a.k.a. the Bulldog, arrives to take
over the investigation. The suspects are numerous, but
the clue to the skeleton is uncovered by of all things, an
enormous rat making its home in the family fruit cellar. . Witty, touching
and clever, this adult saga keeps you entertained. A boy, now a man, exposes the
“MYSTERY OF MA’S UGLY PICKLE.”

I was the second oldest of Al and Clara Salzer’s
twelve children. At the time, my folks farmed near the
community of Watkins, Minnesota which is south of
Cold Spring and a short drive down Hiway 23 from St.
Cloud. In my early years, the family farmed all across
central Minnesota finally settling near Cold Spring.

Michael is a fatherless Polish boy growing up during the Great Depression
with a fanatically religious mother. Life was dull until human bones are found
in a make-shift grave across the street. A renowned detective, Herr Rudolph
Von Krueger, known as the Bulldog, arrives to take over the investigation.
The suspects are numerous, but the clue to the mystery is uncovered by of
all things, an enormous rat making its home in the family fruit cellar. Witty,
touching and clever, this saga keeps you entertained.
ISBN: 978-0-983750-61-1 Paperback
ISBN: 978-0-983750-66-6 eBook
Martin Michael Neveroski (a.k.a. Marty Nevers) was born in 1923 in Michigan City, Indiana. He performed
standup comedy in Las Vegas and California then after moving to Minnesota, he put
on shows at prisons and hospitals including the Mayo clinic in
Rochester where he performed for Ed Sullivan. Mr. Sullivan
laughed so hard he popped his stitches and they made Marty
stop.

ISBN: 978-1-938586-26-2 Paperback

Perry Rusynyk

Buy Now

Random Thought
What does the future hold? Where are we going? As
we race towards Year One, your life is in God’s hands.
Will you let the turbulent events of the Revealing
come unto you?

Religious Fiction

ISBN: 978-0-983750-69-7 Paperback
ISBN: 978-0-983750-63-5 eBook

Marty is survived by his loving wife, Carla. Together, Marty
and Carla have written and recorded sixty-nine songs. Carla
still performs every chance she gets and actively promotes her
late husbands book.
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